Office Memorandum

Sub: Continuation of the scheme of engagement of CS and CWA trainees in MCA headquarters and field offices, beyond the original period

The undersigned is directed to convey the approval of Secretary CA to continuation of the scheme of engagement of CS and CWA trainees in MCA headquarter and its field offices up to 31.3.3013.

2. It is requested to pay the stipened to the engaged CA/CWA trainees up to 31.3.2013 from the relevant Budget head.

Under Secretary to the Government of India
Ph: 23383507

To:
All RDs — for necessary action for their office and their subordinate ROC and OL offices.

Copy to:

(1) SO (General section) MCA Hqr.

E-Boss cell for uploading in Employees' Corner. (Miscellaneous head)